
(Difficult) Warm-up Exercise.

Write a method using a for loop to 
calculate the sum of the first n 
numbers.

Now, write a method to calculate the 
sum of the first n numbers using 
recursion.

Hint: sum(1..n) = n + (1...n-1)



public class March15 {
public static void main(String args[]){

correctionsAndClarifications();
    recursion();
}

public static void recursion() {
      recursion(); //class goes on forever:(
}
}



Example: ArrayList
You can make an ArrayList out of any reference type. You do this by 
writing the following:

ArrayList<type> varName= new ArrayList<type>();

For example:

ArrayList<String> foo = new ArrayList<String>();

or 

ArrayList<LongLong>bar  = new ArrayList<LongLong>();

or

ArrayList<ArrayList<String> > name = new 
ArrayList<ArrayList<String> >();



Example: ArrayList
If you want to make an ArrayList out of a primitive type, you have to 
use a wrapper class.

A wrapper class is a class that stores just 1 field--- a primitive type. 
The entire purpose of it is to use any methods that require a reference 
type.

Integer
Double
Character

are a few of the wrapper classes. There are wrapper class for every 
primitive type.



Using the Integer class
To use a wrapper class, you mainly need two things:

1) Converting the primitive type to the reference type
2) Converting the reference type to the primitive type

Both of these are very easy in Java.

Integer i = new Integer(1+3); //creates a reference from the int 4

int normal = i.intValue();

int pointlessExpression = new Integer(1).intValue();

int evenMorePointless = new Integer(new
      Integer(1).intValue()).intValue();

Using other wrapper classes is similar.



Example: Finding the maximum 
index of an ArrayList

public static double maxValue(ArrayList<double> array)
{

double maxSoFar = array.get(0);
for (int i=0; i < array.size(); i++)
{

if (array.get(i) > maxSoFar)
{

maxSoFar = array.get(i);
}

}

return maxSoFar;
}



Example: Finding the maximum 
index of an ArrayList

public static double maxValue(ArrayList<Double> array)
{

double maxSoFar = array.get(0).doubleValue();
for (int i=0; i < array.size(); i++)
{

if (array.get(i).doubleValue() > maxSoFar)
{

maxSoFar = array.get(i).doubleValue();
}

}

return maxSoFar;
}



Scanner readLine vs nextLine vs 
next

1)readLine() does not exist (It was 
a figment of Dan's imagination)
2)nextLine() gets the next line (can 
be multiple words)
3)next() gets the next “token” 
(stops at spaces)



Recursion
Recursion is when a method calls 
itself.



Infinite Recursion
public static void forever() {

forever();
}



Infinite Recursion
public static void forever() {

forever();
}



 Recursion
Every time you call a method, 
remember that the computer keeps 
track of where you were before the 
method call.

This includes if a method calls 
itself.



 Recursion
This list of methods is known as a 
“Stack”

We could add an extra column to 
our variable table to include 
stackdepth if we wanted.



 Recursion
A good criteria for using recursion 
is when we can write a function 
with input X in terms of the same 
function with input Y where Y < X

For example: factorial(X) = X * 
factorial(X-1) if X >= 1



 Recursion
public static int factorial(int n){

if (n == 0) { //could make < 0
return 1;

}

return n * factorial(n-1);
}



factorial(3)
When you call the method factorial 
with input 3, the computer will go 
to the line

return n * factorial(n-1);
As it performs the computation it 
gets:
return 3 * factorial(2)



factorial(3)
The computer then remembers “I 
am going to call the method 
factorial with input 2. Whenever I 
figure out the result of that method 
call, I will use the result as part of 
a computation 3 * factorial(2), 
which will then be returned”



 
factorial(2) and factorial(1) then 
have similar effects.
factorial(1) will return

1 * factorial(0);

factorial(0) returns 0 since n == 0



Base Case 
If we write our problem with larger input 
in terms of a problem with smaller input, 
it is always critical to write a base case or 
a stopping point.

In this case, the stopping point is 
when n == 0

If we don't do this, we have infinite 
recursion



Add with recursion (positive #s)
public static int add(int x, int y) {

if (y == 0) {
return x;

}

return x + 1 + (y-1);
}



Fibonacci #s, 2 base cases

The fibonacci numbers are defined as 
follows:
f(1) = 1;
f(2) = 1;
f(n) = f(n-1) + f(n-2);

We get the sequence
1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,......



Fibonacci #s

How can we write this using recursion?

Bonus question: How can we write this 
using a for loop



Fibonacci #s

public static int fib(int n) {
if (n==1) return 1;
if (n==2) return 1;

return fib(n-1) + fib(n-2);
}



Searching for a file on a computer

We could use recursion to search for a file 
on a computer. Suppose you were given 
as input a String filename to search for 
and a Folder folder. Folders can contain 
directories and other folders.



public static boolean search(String 
filename, Folder f) {

for every file in f {
if (filename = f.Name) return 

true
}
for every directory d in f {

result= search(filename, d);
if result = true return true

}
      return false;
}


